Version 1.10 Features

MPX R1 Compatibility
Version 1.10 software enables two-way communication with the MPX R1 MIDI Remote Controller.

When the MPX 1 and the MPX R1 are connected, the MPX 1 will automatically detect the MPX R1. If, for any reason, connection is broken, the MPX 1 will display Remote Connection Lost

Improved Knob Ballistics
Improved Knob ballistics speed up the selection of programs in any of the Sort and Search functions.

New Parameters
An MPX1/MPXR1 parameter in the Initialize row of the System menu allows you to reinitialize the MPX 1 for use with the MPX R1.

New Presets
New factory presets have been designed to take advantage of the MPX R1's remote capability. The MPX 1 presets have been re-ordered so that all of the guitar presets are grouped from 100-159. The Preset Menu has been revised accordingly.

Other than those listed here all presets are identical but may be in new locations. Any program created in Version 1.0 will work in Version 1.10 with the following exception:
Programs created with 3 merges in the Routing Map will be reduced to 2 when loaded. (None of the Version 1.0 presets used more than 2 merges.)

New Programs added in 1.10

Programs Removed

1.0 Programs Removed

32 Md Drumroom
39 Chamber 101
41 Nice Chamber
62 Phased Space
63 Mod Space
66 Tap GatedRvb
68 Diffue Dlys
93 Rubberate
95 TalkinFlange
104 Pitch-O-Latr
106 Uni to Chord
123 Tone4 Guitar
133 Wah Ped+Dist
136 Filter Thing
143 Random Pan
162 Open TheDoor
163 No Traction